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Abstract: Using a duality between the space of particles and the space of fields,
we show how one can compute form factors directly in the space of fields. This
introduces the notion of vertex operators, and form factors are vacuum expectation
values of such vertex operators in the space of fields. The vertex operators can be
constructed explicitly in radial quantization. Furthermore, these vertex operators can
be exactly bosonized in momentum space. We develop these ideas by studying the
free-fermion point of the sine-Gordon theory, and use this scheme to compute some
form-factors of some non-free fields in the sine-Gordon theory. This work further
clarifies earlier work of one of the authors, and extends it to include the periodic
sector.

1. Introduction

For relativistic quantum field theories with a massive particle spectrum, the main
dynamical properties one is interested in are the S-matrix, the form factors of all
local fields, and the Green's functions of these fields. For the integrable quantum
field theories in 2 space-time dimensions, some of these properties have been com-
puted exactly. The algebraic structures that characterize the S-matrices are well-
known [1], and have been used to compute them for a wide variety of models.
Bootstrap axioms satisfied by the form factors have been formulated [2,3]. Impor-
tant progress in solving the bootstrap for the multiparticle form factors was made
by Smirnov [4,3], where he computed exactly the form factors of certain basic
fields, such as the energy-momentum tensor and global conserved currents in the
sine-Gordon (SG) model, SU(N) Thirring model, and 0(3) non-linear sigma model.

It is of interest to develop a more algebraic framework for the computation of
form factors, with the aim of constructing the solutions for the complete set of
fields in an efficient manner. A deeper understanding of such algebraic structures is
likely to facilitate generalizations to other models, and could lead to some much-
needed new approaches to the problem of computing Green's functions. In the works
[5,6,7] two new approaches to the computation of form factors were proposed. In
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[5], structures in radial quantization were used to construct form factors explicitly as
vacuum expectations of vertex operators in momentum space. The ideas underlying
the construction were developed at the free fermion point of the sine-Gordon theory.
This case is not completely trivial, since there are fields in the sine-Gordon theory,
such as exp(±/0/2), with non-trivial form factors and Green's functions since these
fields are non-local in terms of the fermion fields.

In Lukyanov's approach [6,7], (see also [8]) the form factors are constucted as
traces over auxiliary Fock-modules. The original motivation behind his construction
came from the work [9], where the necessary mathematical properties of these traces
were understood in the context of lattice models.

Though the constructions in [5] and [6] are similar in spirit, the detailed aspects
of the constructions are quite different: as mentioned above, in [5] the form factors
are vacuum expectation values of vertex operators whereas in [6] they are traces
over infinite dimensional modules of products of vertex operators. Namely, in [6]
the n-particle form factors of a field Φ are represented as

Tr^(e2«iLV(θλ) V(θn)Θφ) , (1.1)

where 2? is an infinite dimensional auxiliary Fock space, V(θ) are vertex opera-
tors depending on the rapidity θ, L is the generator of Euclidean rotations (Lorentz
boost), and Φφ is an operator that encodes the data of the field Φ.

A completely satisfactory understanding of the origins of these differences is
lacking; indeed, the specialization of the results in [6] to the free-fermion point has
not been carried out, and furthermore is not an easy exercise. Nevertheless, the main
differences in the constructions may be understood heuristically as arising from the
distinction between radial and angular quantization. Let us clariίy this point. Define
the usual Euclidean light-cone and polar coordinates as follows

z = (t + fr)/2 - Γ- exp(ιφ), z = (t- ix)/2 = ^ exp(-zφ) . (1.2)

The work [5] was carried out in radial quantization, where r is declared as the
"time." It was possible to perform this quantization explicitly at the free-fermion
point, and the vertex operators were constructed out of operators that arise in the
radial quantization. In angular quantization, φ is declared as the "time." By con-
sidering the free-boson limit of the sine-Gordon theory, where an explicit angular
quantization may be performed, it was shown in [7] how the main features of the
algebraic constructions in [6] arise. In particular, the factor exp 2πiL in the trace
was interpreted as a density matrix along the lines developed in [10].

The origin of the traces in angular quantization can also be understood heuris-
tically as follows. In angular quantization, since the Lorentz boost operator L gen-
erates shifts in φ, it is the Hamiltonian. Consider now the functional integral for-
mulation of such a quantization scheme. To do this, one must cut the spacetime
plane with a semi-infinite line from the origin to infinity. Equal time contours are
circles surrounding the origin, where the initial and final times correspond to the
two sides of the above semi-infinite line. From the standard correspondence between
path integrals and quantum matrix elements, when one identifies the states on each
side of the semi-infinite line and sums over them, one obtains:
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The 2πi constant in the factor exp(2π/L) is fixed by the 2π length of the "time" φ.
In [9,6], the latter constant was fixed by imposing the right symmetry properties of
the form factors expressed as these traces.

In this paper, we elaborate further on the construction in [5]. We explain quite
generally how the computation of form factors can be carried out in the space of
fields, and how this is dual to the usual computation in the space of particles. This
leads to a precise notion of vertex operators and their utility for computing form
factors. We continue to study the free fermion point of the sine-Gordon theory, since
our interests at this stage are mainly to understand more completely the physical
features that make this new approach possible. With this understanding, we treat
also the periodic sector, which was not done in [5].

2. Particle-Field Duality and Form-Factors

In a quantum field theory with a spectrum of massive particles, one deals with
the space of multiparticle states 3C&. In the context of the integrable theories in
2 dimensions, we can describe ffl& as follows. Introduce the so-called Faddeev-
Zamolodchikov operators Zg'((9),Zε((9), where θ is the rapidity parameterizing the
energy-momentum (E = mcoshθ.P = msinhθ), and ε is an isotopic index, satis-
fying:

Zt (00Zt (02) = <(θι2)Zε

t,(02)Zε

t,(θ1)

Zfii(0ι)4(02) -S^(02i)Zt(02)Z f ii(0i) - δ^δ(θl - Θ 2 ) . (2.1)
2 C2

£

1

 ε

2

 2

Above, S is the S-matrix, and θ\2 = θ\ — Θ2. Define particle states as follows:

Θ l ) . Z*«(θn). (2.2)

The space 2^3. and its dual Jf J> are spanned by the above states:

In this space one has the completeness relation

-+ 4— 00 1

ι = Σ I 0 > ( f l | = Σ^Σ/^ι - r f θ Λ | θ ι - - θΛ)eι...^
 f i l{0Λ,---,θι|. (2.3)

θ n=0«!{ f i,}

Next consider the space of fields Jfj*. Let ̂  denote the complete space of
fields, and define |Φ/) = Φ/(0)|0). Φ/(jc) G ̂ . The space tf? is defined as follows:

ΛV = {θΦ|ejHΦι>}. (2.4)

Form factors are matrix elements of fields in the space of states $?$>. The basic
form factors ει '"εn(θι - θn\Φ), from which the more general matrix elements may
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be obtained by crossing symmetry, are inner products of states in &?& with states
in ^J>. The completeness relation (2.3) allows us to map states in ^V to states
in Jf^>, i.e. to view |Φ) G 3?&\

(2.5)

The intuitive simplicity of the space Jf^ is responsible for this conventional way
of thinking about form factors.

We give now a dual description of the same form factors. Let us suppose that
one can define a dual to the space of fields Jf Jr with inner product and completeness
relation:

(2.6)
i

Then one can map a state \θ) G Jf^» into Jfjr. The dual statement is

El'"BΛ(θι θn\= Σ βΓ *{0ι 0Λ|Φ, XΦΊ ejr>. (2.7)
Φ,ejF

In order to work the above simple remarks into an efficient means of comput-
ing form factors, one must work explicitly with the space Jfjr. The space Jfj*
diagonalizes the Lorentz boost operator L, thus it can be understood as the space
of radial quantization [11,5]. In radial quantization, the space J fjF is associated
with r — 0, whereas the dual space Jf'Jr is associated with r = oo. We remark that
in conformal field theory [12] one deals precisely with the space of fields, and it
was argued in [5] that for many massive quantum field theories, the space ffl& is
identical to its description in the ultraviolet conformal field theory.

In order to use these ideas to compute form factors, we need to introduce the
notion of vertex operators. The formula (2.7) implies that one can map states in
^J, to states in Jf Jr. We call this map the "particle-field map." We construct this
map explicitly by defining vertex operators Vε(θ) as follows:

ει'"Cn(θι θn = (Ω|Fε ι(^ι) Fε"(θn)G^, (2.8)

where (Ω| is a fixed "vacuum" state, which will be characterized completely in
Sect. 4. The vertex operators are distinguished from the Faddeev-Zamolodchikov
operators Z(θ) since they act on completely different spaces. However the basic
algebraic relations satisfied by the Z operators continue to be satisfied by the V
operators. The vertex operators Vc(θ) operate in the space 2tf&\

Vε(θ) : JίV ->«#>. (2.9)

In the sequel we will describe how to construct these vertex operators explicitly
using radial quantization. Once the vertex operators are constructed, the form factors
εi"'εn(θ\ θn\Φi) are computed directly in the discrete space J f^ using (2.8).

We close this section with some remarks on Green's functions. One way to
define Green's functions is to insert the identity (2.3) between fields in the matrix
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element, leading to an infinite integral representation. Just as for form factors, one
can instead insert the identity in 3tf&. The fundamental object of interest is the
following matrix element:

CfJ(X)=(Φk\Φi(x)\Φj). (2.10)

These are equivalent to the operator product coefficients:

*)Φt(0) - (2.Π)

Defining Φ0 = 1, one sees that C? (jt) = {0|Φ/(x)Φy(0)|0} are the 2-point functions.
Multipoint functions can be expressed in terms of the above coefficients. Manifest
translation invariance is lost in the resulting expressions, as one would expect from
radial quantization. Though these structures provide a different point of view on the
correlation functions, by themselves they do not appear to simplify the problem.

3. Radial Quantization

We will consider the sine-Gordon theory, defined by the action

S = -$d2z (dzφdϊφ + 4λcos(βφ , (3.1)

at the free fermion point, which occurs at β = 1[13]. The free Dirac fermion fields

ψ^iψ carry U ( l ) charge ±1, and their dynamics is governed by the action

S = — -fdxdt (ψ~dzψ
+ + ψ~djψ+ + im(ψ-ψ+ - i£~>+)) , (3.2)

with the equations of motion

d^ = im \l/±, djψ* = -imψ* . (3.3)

In conventional temporal quantization, the expansion of the fermion fields in
terms of momentum space operators is as follows:

JΓ dθeθ/2

— 00

, OO

(x,t) = -i^/m f dθe~θ/2 (z+(θ)e-"*θ) χ + ZΪ_(θ)eip(θ) χ) , (3.4)
-00

with ψ- = (ιA+)f,^~ = (^+)!, and (Zε)t - Zl
Consider now radial quantization of the free- fermion theory [11, 14, 15]. Define

the usual polar coordinates as in (1.2). One can define two distinct sectors, the
periodic (p) and anti-periodic (β), with expansions
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where for the periodic sector ω £ Z + 1/2, and for the anti-periodic sector ω £ Z.
The basis spinors can be found as solutions to the equations of motion (3.3) in
radial coordinates:

^l_1/2 = Γ(i-ω)

- ω)mω+1/2

' I . il _i. fit \snτ / N. I

h- ω(mr)/ (3.6)

, (mr) J M = lβ '

-^iO"-); ω 0.7)
and Ψ^-ι/2> Ψ-ω-ι/2 f°r ω ^ — 1/2 have the same expression as in the anti-
periodic sector.

In the quantum theory these modes satisfy simple anti-commutation relations:

{b^b-,} - {b+

ω,b~,} = δω>_ω/, {*ω,ϊ0/} = 0. (3.8)

These modes diagonalize the Lorentz boost operator:

ωϊί. (3.9)

The space of radial quantization consists of Fock modules built from these oscilla-
tors. In the periodic sector, the vacuum is defined to satisfy

f t£ |0>=^|0)=0, ω ^ l / 2 . (3.10)

The vacuum |0) is the physical one. One constructs Fock modules for the periodic
sector as follows:

where ω, e Z + 1/2, ωt ^ 1/2.
In the anti-periodic sector, due to the existence of the zero modes, the "vacuum"

states are doubly degenerate. These vacua | ± ^)L and | ± ^)R are characterized as
follows:

The dual vacua (±^| are defined by the inner products

i > * = 1 (3 13)
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The anti-periodic Fock spaces are defined as

#el

a± = {bεlnιb
£ln2 I ± 1

Ί)L} , Jff± = {6UΛlϊ2n2 1 ± Ϊ)R} , (3.14)

for nt E Z ^ 1.
The space of radial quantization corresponds precisely to the space of fields Jfj^

described in the last section. Namely, in the periodic sector ffl^ = JjfL

p ® 3FR

p, and

in the anti-periodic sector 3tf(^ = 2tfL

a ® Jtf*, where « '̂Λ = Jf^ Θ 3FL

a'
R. What

is remarkable about this result is that the structure of the space of fields is identical
to that in the massless conformal limit. One finds that in the limit r —» 0, the Bessel
functions in the expansions (3.5) behave in such a way that the mass-dependent
terms in the expression Φ(r)|0) disappear. Arguments explaining this phenomenon
were given in [5].

We present some simple examples that we will use later. The U(\) current Jμ

has components Jz = ψ+ψ~, Jz = ψ ψ . Also of interest is the energy-momentum
tensor:1

zz ~ T* zv ~ zV v >> π- 2

Using the expansions (3.5), the asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions as
r —> 0, and the properties of the vacuum (3.10), one finds

Λ(0) |0)=6+ 1*: 1 |
2 2

1

= 7^(0)10) - - ,*-i -6_ι* + ι |0> . (3.16)
2 V 2 2 2 2/

The anti-periodic sector is more interesting, since here one can access fields in
the sine-Gordon theory which are not simply expressed in terms of the fermion
fields. By studying the operator product expansion, the following identification was
made in [5]:

e±.«o)/2(()) = (cm)ι/4(| ± Oi ® I T i)*) ΞΞ (cm)1/4] ± i ) , (3.17)

where φ(z,z) is the local SG field, and c is an undetermined dimensionless constant.
The mass dimension of 1/4 on the RHS is fixed by the known scaling dimension

1 We normalize conserved currents such that Q = ^ §dx (Jz + Jj) is the properly normalized

conserved charge.
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of the fields exp(±iφ/2)9 which is the same as in the conformal limit. (The con-
stant c can be fixed by specifying the 1-point functions of these fields: see below.)
The fields exp(±/φ/2) are non-trivial terms of the fermions, since the bosoniza-

tion relation is cos(φ) = (ι//~ψ — ψ ψ+). All other states in 3/(p correspond to
regularized products of fermion fields and their derivatives with the basic fields
exp(±zφ/2).

4. Particle-Field Maps

The basic property that allows us to construct explicitly the particle-field maps of
the form (2.8) is the fact that the space of radial quantization can be obtained from
the usual space of temporal quantization by appropriate analytic continuation in
momentum space. Since the situation in the periodic versus the anti-periodic sector
is quite different, we treat them separately.

4.1. Periodic Sector. Let us combine the creation and annihilation operators of
temporal quantization into a single operator as follows. Define the momentum space
variable u as

u = eθ, (4.1)

and define operators b^(u) as

b+(u) = 2π Zl(θ), b~~(u) = 2π ZJ(fl) for u > 0 ,

b+(u) = 2πi Z+(θ - in\ b~(u) = 2πi Z~(θ - in) foru<0. (4.2)

Then the temporal quantization expansion (3.4) may be written as

™u+^u . (4.3)
V

Let us now define the following prescription for analytic continuation of the
w-integral in (4.3):

where the contour ^< is defined to be a closed contour on the unit circle in the
complex w-plane, whereas ^> runs from 0 to oo along a ray at an angle φ above
the negative .x-axis in the u plane. The operators on the RHS are defined to have
the following expansions:

ω^-1/2
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ω^-l/2

> \ / / -j

One can show, using well-known integral representations for the Bessel functions,
that the analytic continuation (4.4), (4.5) of (4.3) yields the expansion (3.5) of
radial quantization. (See [5].)

Now, consider the states

e-iπul) bε"(e-iπun), « , < 0 . (4.6)
πι)

Using the analytic continuation (4.4), one can map the above state into the space
of radial quantization. Bearing in mind that w/ < 0 in (4.6), one uses the second
formula in (4.4) to obtain Eq. (2.8), where the vacuum and vertex operators are:

One can easily check the validity of (4.7) by verifying that it gives the correct
form factors in some simple cases. As explained above, any field Φ in the periodic

sector corresponds to a state |Φ) in the space Jtif/ described in Sect. 3, and the
form-factor is computed as

**'•'*" (θt - - 0Λ |Φ) - {0|Fe'(0ι) V*»(θn)\Φ) . (4.8)

Note that since only the radial annihilation operators appear in (4.7), all of the form
factors in the periodic sector have the "free field" property: for a given field, the
λz-particle form factors are all zero except for n — nψ, where nψ is the number of
free fermion fields needed to construct the field. Using (4.8), (4.7), and (3.16) one
finds

= m(ι/1w2Γ
1/2,

((Wl) 1 / 2 (W2) 3 / 2 -(Wl) 3 / 2 (W2) 1 / 2 ) ,

((,, \-3/2ί1t \-1/2 (n ϊ-l/2/,, \-3/2\
((Ml) (W 2 ) - ("l) (M2) J ,

/ \ l/2\

(4.9)

All the higher multiparticle form factors are zero for these fields, since they are all
fermion bilinears. These form factors agree with expressions derived by the standard
methods in the space of particles 3Fy>.
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4,2. Anti-Periodic Sector. In this sector, the analytic continuation of (4.3) that
reproduces the radial expansion (3.5) is the following:

(4.10)

where ̂ , ̂  are contours depending on the angular direction φ of the cut displayed
in Figs. 1,2, and

(4.11)

The most significant difference between the anti-periodic and periodic sectors
is that here the analytic continuation (4.10) does not separate the radial creation
operators from the annihilation operators, unlike in (4.4). This simple fact is what
is responsible for the non-free properties of the form factors in this sector.

Fig. 1. The contour #£. The cut (wavy line) is oriented at an angle φ from the negative j^-axis.

The circle is at \u\ = 1.

Fig. 2. The contour .̂ The cut is oriented at an angle φ from the positive y-axis. The circle is

at u\ = 1.
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Repeating the reasoning given above for the periodic sector, we propose that
again the formula (2.8) is valid, where now

(b\e~inu) + ]?(e-iπu)) . (4.12)
/ V /v V2π*i

The normalization of the vertex operators was chosen to satisfy the residue property

¥+(θ)V-(θ + β + iπ)~^-, (4.13)
iπp

which leads to the proper residue axiom for the multiparticle form factors. From
(3.17), one sees that the choice (4.12) for (Ω| is equivalent to the following vacuum
expectation values:

(0|e±lW)/2|0) - (cm)1/4 (Ω| ± £) = (cm)1/4 . (4.14)

One can use the above construction to compute the form factors of the fields
exp(±/φ/2)[5]. For these fields, all of the form factors with a (7(1) neutral combi-
nation of an even number of particles is non-zero. The result is

- (cm)l/4(n\V+(uι) - - V+(un)V-(un+l) V-(u2n)\ ± i)

±l/2\

n 2n 1
(«ι-«y) Π Π —— - (4.15)

"

The above computation can be done using the Wick theorem with the 2-point func-
tions

L(-2\b+(u)b~(u')\ + i)ι =κ( + \\b+(u)b'(u')\ - 2)R = π^~ ,

L(+ι\b+(u)b-(u')\ - ι}L =R( - i\b+(u)b~(u')\ + 2)R = -π-^ . (4.16)
U I U

However the computation is more easily done using the bosonization techniques of
the next section. After some algebraic manipulation, one can see that these expres-
sions agree with the known results, though they were originally computed using
rather different methods [16, 3].2

2 The overall numerical factors in (4.15) differ from the ones in [3] however they agree with
results implicit in [16]. Here the correct normalization is fixed by the residue property (4.13).
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5. Bosonization in Momentum Space

Bosonization is a well-known construction in position space, and finds its most
precise statement in conformal field theory. In this section, we will construct an
exact bosonization in momentum space for the massive theory we are considering.

Though position space conformal bosonization is not physically relevant here,
we review it in order to simply present a mathematical result that will facilitate
understanding of the results presented below. Given a set of fermionic oscillators
satisfying {c+,c~,} = <5ω+ω',o> define a bosonic operator as follows:

pn =mnΣ' cϊ-ωcω : - C 5 - 1 )
ω

These operators satisfy an infinite Heisenberg algebra:

[pmPn'] = «<W,o - (5.2)

Bosonization amounts to using the pn to construct a generating function for the c^
as follows. Define a field

z~n

-ίp(z) = Σ pn -- po log(z) - PO , (5.3)
«ΦO n

where pQ is defined to satisfy

[Po, P0] = 1 (5 4)

Then one has

c±(z) = £c±z~ω-1/2 =: e±lp(2} - (5 5)
ω

In conformal field theory, the above statements correspond to the exact bosonization
of a free massless fermion, where z is the left-moving light-cone coordinate. (See
e.g. [17].) We now turn to the massive theory.

5.1. Anti-Periodic Sector. As shown in [5], in the massive theory one can use the
constants of motion to formulate an exact bosonization. We review this here in
order to compare with the periodic sector. In radial quantization, define the inner

product of two spinors A — (a ] , B — ί , j as

(A,B) = ̂  / rdφ(eiφab + e-iφab) . (5.6)
4π — π

The conserved charges constructed in [18, 5] can all be expressed using the above
inner product:

, dn-Ψ~) : , (5.7)
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where n ^ 0 is an integer, and for Q^9 n is odd. The operators {β^,αw,m even}

generate a twisted affine si (2) algebra at level k — 0, and the <xn for n odd are the
usual infinity of integrals of motion at odd integer Lorentz spin. In radial quantiza-
tion, using Wronskian identities for the Bessel functions, one finds that the above
conserved charges split into Left and Right pieces:

QΪ=QΪ'L + β±nR, αB = flί + fl£B. (5.8)

Both the L and the R pieces of the si (2) algebra separately satisfy a level k = 1
algebra in the anti-periodic sector, and a level k = 0 algebra in the periodic sector
[5]. Here we are mainly interested in the u^R which have the explicit expressions:

where the sums over ω run over Sn (Sn ) for the periodic (anti -periodic) sector,
and

S(

n

a}=Z, Mn. S(

n

p} = { ω e Z + 1/2: \ω - n/2\ > \n\/2} . (5.10)

Identical expressions apply to αf with b^ — » 6ω .
In the anti-periodic sector, since α£>Λ satisfy two separate Heisenberg algebras,

they can be used to construct a bosonization. Define

l«l T lul P
n — m~ι 1(7 7) — m~' 'r/μn — in ocn, ^π — in ocn ,

satisfying (5.2) and [pM,7y] — nδn+n',Q> an(i define the momentum space fields (re-
call u = eθ)\

un

-ip(u) = Σ pn— + po log(w) - P0 ,
«ΦO «

_ _ U~H _ jv

-ip(u)= X) pπ -- p 0log(w)-p 0 , (5.11)
«ΦO n

where one also has [p0,p0] = 1. We further define an auxiliary vacuum satisfying

θ . (5.12)

This vacuum |0) is not to be confused with the physical vacuum |0) which resides
in the periodic sector. One has the following expectation values:

(0|p(«)p(«')|0) = - log(« - u'} , (5.13)
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«/P(«/)|0) = f](M. _ „.)«/«, . (5.14)

i i<J

The bosonized expressions for the operators b^(u\b (u) and the states | ± i) fol-
low from the basic commutation relations

[oξ - (w)] = (±iγ+{munb(u) , (5.15)

and the 2-point functions (4.16). The commutation relations (5.15) are fundamen-
tal in the sense that they describe how the conserved charges are represented on
asymptotic multiparticle states. One finds

(5.16)

where — u = e~mu, and

± i)ι =: e±if>(co)/2 : |0)L, | ± i)Λ =:

ι(±i| = lira W-1/4{0| : e±lp(u)/2 :, κ(±ί\ = lira MI/4{0| : e^")/2 : . (5.17)
«— > 0 w— > oo

One can easily check that this construction reproduces the form factors (4.15).
The above bosonization is mathematically identical to the one described in

(5.1)-(5.5). One can see this explicitly by making the canonical transformation
(by "canonical," we mean one that preserves the commutation relations):

—4-
Γ ( i - ω ) f c ω . (5.18)

5.2. Periodic Sector. In the periodic sector, one cannot use the constants of the
motion a^R to construct a bosonization, due to the fact that in this sector: [α^,α^] =

[α^,α^] = 0. This can be traced to the gaps in the sets 5« . As explained in [5],
this had to be the case for the following reason: the physical vacuum |0) is only
invariant with respect to the conserved charges an if α^ and αf separately commute.

One can still construct a bosonization in this sector modeled after the formulas
(5.1)-(5.5). Namely define the canonical transformation

-±

p^Λ/2π

, ^
for ω ^ --
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and define p«,pn as in (5.1), and p(u),~p(u) as in (5.11). Then one has the bosoniza-
tion formulas

/2π

i

=: e±ίp(u} :

(5-20)

6. Conclusions

Though we have limited ourselves to perhaps the simplest possible case of the
free-fermion point of the sine-Gordon theory, we believe the ideas presented here
can lead to a new framework for computing form factors in massive integrable
quantum field theory. In this approach, since a complete description of the space
of fields c^V is provided from the outset via radial quantization, the complete set
of solutions to the form factor bootstrap is automatically yielded. In the bosonized

construction in Sect. 5, an important role was played by the affine si(2) symmetry.

Since away from the free-fermion point this symmetry is deformed to a <%q(sl(2))

symmetry [19], with q — exp(—2π///?2), this quantum affine symmetry is expected
to be important for the general construction. The results contained in [20,21,22]
should prove useful.

Readers with some familiarity with conformal field theory will doubtless see
the strong parallels of this subject with the work presented here. For the example
we have developed, we have shown that in radial quantization form factors can
be computed as correlation functions in momentum space, and these correlation
functions are very similar in structure to conformal spacetime correlation functions.
Furthermore, for the purposes of computing form factors, one can describe the space
of fields in the same way as is done in the ultraviolet conformal field theory. In
a definite sense, we have shown that starting from a description of the space of
fields in a conformal field theory and the basic operators from which one constructs

this space (in our case, we mean the operators b^9bω), then one can reconstruct
a massive theory and its form factors by constructing the vertex operators. It is
important to understand if this is possible more generally.
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